Abstract
Introduction
The inadequacies of L,ee's routing algorithm [ 11 are well known. The completion rate has been shown to be particularly sensitive to the order in which nets are routed. In the case of cost based Lee routers, there is a further sensitivity to the particular sets of cost penalties [2] being enforced.
Past research has shown that there is no optimal net ordering algorithm or combination of cost penalties that necessarily guarantees an optimal completion rate for any given routing problem [3] .
The algorithm remains popular, however, due to its ability to find a path if one exists. Recent research has concentrated on developing techniques that combine the advantages of Lee's algorithm with a degree of intelligence so that there is a reduced dependence on net orders and cost penalty selections. There are two main techniques that have been used: iterative routing and dynamic routing. Iterative routers [4, 5, 6, 2, 7, 8, 91 are characterised by multiple passes through the net list. Each net is routed so as to minimise a cost function that includes a crossover penalty for crossing other nets. The crossover penalty is increased after each iteration till the final pass where typically no crossovers are permitted. Dynamic routers [lo, 11, 2, 12, 13, 14, 151 (ripup and reroute) on the other hand reroute a set of obstacle nets in order to free routing resources for unrouted nets. A feature of this class of routers is its recursive nature caused by rerouted nets inducing as further level of obstacle nets to be rerouted. This typically goes on until either all nets h,ive been successfully routed or the algorithm This paper describes an iterative routing strategy based on an idea mentioned in [9] and credited to Vintr. The cost function minimised does not include a crossover penalty, but instead varies the region of crossover on a net. No published results of Vintr's routing algorithm are available (to the author's knowledge). The work presented here will seek to identify the advantages and disadvantages of Vintr's algorithm. As a result, modifications, are suggested that may be used to improve the basic algorithm. The modified Vintr's algorithm is then compared to other iterative approaches already established in literature. Based on the latter comparison, a hybrid iterative routing algorithm is proposed that incorporates the philosophies behind Vintr's algorithm, thi: crossover penalty type algorithms and dynamic routing: algorithms.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses previous work done in the area of iterative routing algorithms. Section 3 describes the implementation of Vintr's algorithm. Section 4 presents an experimental evaluation of Vintr's algorithm along with its associated modifications. The performance of the algorithm is also compared with other routing algorithms. Section 5 completes the paper by offering some conclusions and a summary of future work.
gives up. tion number. Moore also suggests a time saving mechanism referred to as a partial pass. During each iteration, only those nets that are involved in intersections are ripped up and rerouted. Linsker [4, 51 introduces the concept of path history dependent penalty functions. A crossover penalty is assigned on a net by net basis instead of a constant value per pass. The idea is to penalise crossovers over "good" nets higher than those nets that are deemed "bad". Linsker goes on to extend the algorithm to cope with other types of constraints such as crosstalk and net length restrictions. Rosenburg [7] makes the observation that other iterative approaches are not truly independent of the net ordering function, since within each pass the crossover penalty contributions to some nets may already depend on nets scheduled earlier within the same pass. Rosenburg integrates the crossover penalty with a cell weighting function. Updates to all cell costs are left till the end of the iteration. In this case the crossover penalties incurred by a net are only dependent on the paths of nets determined in the previous iteration.
Vintr's algorithm differs significantly from other iterative approaches in that the region of crossover on a connection is varied from iteration to iteration, rather than the penalty for crossing the connection. During each iteration, a net path is determined using a standard path finding algorithm, such as Lee's algorithm. Only a part of the net is then actually implemented on the routing plane so that the connection will now appear as two stubs emanating from the terminals at the endpoints of the net. The proportion of the net implemented increases from iteration to iteration till the final iteration where the entire net is implemented. Vintr's routing algorithm attempts to address the terminal isolation problem[ 101 by having protruding tails from each terminal that attempt to prevent blockages in the vicinity of terminals. This algorithm will be described in greater detail in the next section.
Vintr's Algorithm
Paths for nets are determined using any standard path finding algorithm (e.g. Lee's algorithm) but instead of implementing the entire net, only part of the net is actually implemented from each end. Another way of looking at this would be to regard all nets as being comprised of 3 distinct parts, two fixed non-crossable tail nets emanating from both the endpoints of the net, and a non-fixed crossable middle portion. The proportion of a net that is fixed is dependent on the number of passes completed, and will be regarded as the cutoff value for the relevant pass. Each time a net is rerouted, the existing tail nets are first ripped up from the routing surface. A new path is then determined which may or may not differ from the previously determined path due to the presence of tails belonging to other nets. The cutoff value is iteratively increased until the final Vintr's algorithm attempts to minimise the extent of terminal isolation. The terminal isolation problem has been identified by Dees [ 101 as a major cause of routing failures. Terminal isolation occurs when a terminal (pin) becomes blocked from the rest of its net as a result of tracking features belonging to other nets, in the vicinity of the terminal. To a small extent the problem may be solved by complex cell weighting strategies and the iterative routing techniques described in the previous section. However, this is not usually enough to prevent the problem. The main advantage of Vintr's algorithm and its derivatives is that the fixed tails protruding from each terminal has the effect of reducing the probability of terminal isolation whilst still allowing interaction of nets.
The rest of this paper will refer to the set of cutoff values for a particular run of the algorithm as the cutoff set for the corresponding invocation of the router. Thus 2 iterations with cutoff values of 50 and 100 will be denoted as:
Any references to identifier will indicate the corresponding cutoff parameter set.
Results
Vintr's algorithm has been implemented in the C programming language on a SUN 4 Sparc workstation. A diverse range of commercially fabricated PCB designs have been used to test the algorithm. All CPU times are quoted in seconds.
Vintr's Algorithm -VinBasic and VinPenalty
Vintr's algorithm, as outlined by Soukup [9] , only considers the implementation of nets from the endpoints (terminals). The middle portions of all nets are discarded and disregarded during routing. Nets, as a result, are now free to cross the potential paths of other connections unpenalised. This form of Vintr's will be referred to as VinBasic.
A second version of Vintr's algorithm, VinPenalty, increases the degree of lookahead, by penalising any expansions across potential paths of other nets The crossover penalty for using cells on the non-fixed parts of other nets is set very high in order to discourage crossovers as much as possible. The difference obtained by the two routers is quite significant and this is reflected in the overall results shown in Table1 which shows a comparison beiween VinPenalty and VinBasic for a number of boards with the following cutoff set: Note that P2 is in no way meant to indicate the optimal parameter set. The issue of optimal parameter sets will be discussed later in this section. For now P2 will be used for comparison purposes. The results in Table 1 show quite clearly the better completion rate obtained by VinPenalty compared to that obtained by VinBasic (in a comparable execution time).
Selection of Cutoff Parameters
The basic operation of Vintr's algorithm is to set up CutoffTable[O, ...,n -11 where n is the number of iterations to be performed. All the nets on the board are routed in turn. The final cutoff value CutoffTable[n -11 is set to 100 to ensure that the final iteration does not contain any intersections on completion. The initial cutoff value, Cutoff Tuble[O], and the subsequent rate of increase of successive cutoff values plays a crucial role in guiding the iterative process to its final solution.
High starting values for CutoffTable[O] will not prevent the terminal isolation problem. Simulations with different values of initial cutoff lengths suggest that long tail nets are still liable to contribute to failures due to blockage of terminals belonging to other unrouted nets. Any intersections that still remain tend to get resolved by means of long detour paths that may adversely affect the routing of other nets. Low starting values on the other hand allow --___ conflicts to be resolved with shorter detour paths. More importantly, all nets are given a chance to compete for routing resources before the higher cutoff lengths start eliminating some of the nets. With high initial cutoff values, it is not unusual for a net to be eliminated (because of failure) before it has had a chance to compete for routing resources.
The other mportant factor in determining the quality of the final solution is the rate of increase of successive cutoff values. High rates of increase of cutoff values reduce the chances of the iterative process from escaping from any local minima ericountered. Eliminating intersections tends to become increasingly dependent on the ordering algorithm in such cases. A net that suddenly finds its path blocked might not have a chance to get routed elsewhere due to the lack of routing space. Even if it does get rerouted successfully, the detours taken may be so preposterous that other nets routed alter it may be affected in a similar manner. A low rate of increase, on the other hand, is impractical so far as CPU effort is concerned. Several iterations may take place without any significant change in the layout of all the connection piiths.
Simulatioris showed the following parameter set, P3, gave a good compromise between routing quality and CPU time: Initially, small increments are used to steer nets towards optimal path!, without implementing excessively long tails from the net terminals. This increment is then increased to 10 till the 90% cutoff limit is reached when the increment is then decreased again in an attempt to resolve all the remaining intersections. The results obtained using $3 on VinPenaltyare tabulated in Table 2 . For comparison, the results obtained routing the same boards using the parameter set, P2 are also shown. The improvement using P3 compared to P2 is apparent, though this has been achieved at the expense of additional CPU time.
Comparison of VinPenalty with Lee's algorithm and other iterative routers
This section compares the relative performance of Vintr's algorithm (VinPenalty using P3) with a Lee (a standard Lee router) [ 16, 2] and RubinMoore (an iterative router based on algorithms suggested by Rubin and Moore). RubinMoore was selected as a basis for comparison because, like VinPenalty, a constant crossover penalty is applied during each iteration. RubinMoore can easily be adapted from the Vintr's algorithm. The crossover penalty is varied after each iteration and the cutoff lengths left fixed at 0 for every iteration. This ensures that the full extent of each net is crossable. At the end of the final iteration the routing will invariably contain crossovers. Nets are then removed starting with the net containing the most intersections, and so on until there are no design violations left. The removed nets are then rerouted to see if any alternative intersection free path exists. An initial crossover penalty of 0 is used which is incremented by 1 after every iteration till a maximum crossover penalty of 15 (16 iterations). Table 3 compares the results obtained using RubinMoore, VinPenalty and Lee. The boards are listed in order of estimated complexity (where the complexity is an estimated degree of difficulty in routing the board).
Examination of the results, shows both RubinMoore and
VinPenalty showing an improvement over Lee for the majority of the boards with RubinMoore obtaining the more consistent results. It is noticeable that VinPenalty obtains the best results, of the three, for the relatively low complexity boards (see Table3) . As the complexity of the boards increase, RubinMoore starts consistently obtaining the better results (results for jdipbd onwards). This can be explained by considering the semi-greedy nature (gradually consuming routing resources with no crossovers) of Vintr's algorithm and its variants. This does not cause too much of a problem with light to medium congested boards. The semigreedy problem tends to manifest itself in heavily congested test boards. Practical situations in which this problem is most apparent are those in which a design has been reduced to fewer layers when it clearly needs more layers to get routed, or even in relatively simple designs in which there is a heavy concentration of connections in a limited area of the board. In these situations too many (initially all) nets are being allowed to compete for routing resources even though some of them will eventually fail. This may cause several excessive detours initially, and when the routing space is eventually freed, it may be to late to take advantage of it. One would expect the routing quality in such situations to be severely degraded, and even worse than Lee at times (see results forjdipbdonwards in Table 3 ). This problem does not affect RubinMoore because of its non-greedy nature. It can be concluded that Vintr's algorithm works best when resolving discrete conflicts on sparse to medium density boards.
An Integrated Approach -VinHybrid
Based on results presented in Table 3 , the behaviour of Vintr's algorithm can be proposed as follows:
For low to medium congested boards, the outgrowing tail nets from all the terminals serve to prevent the terminal isolation problem. The results indicate that Vintr's algorithm under these circumstances gives better results than both Lee and a conventional iterative router RubinMoore. 0 For those boards that are heavily congested, or have specific areas congested, the outgrowing tail nets tend to hinder other connections as the tails get longer and longer and more routing resources are unnecessarily consumed in a greedy manner. The number of intersections tends to increase rather than get resolved. In these situations Vintr's algorithm gives worse results than RubinMoore and at times even Lee gives better results depending on the extent of congestion on the board.
An alternative approach based on the latter observations is now investigated which combines the advantages of Vintr's algorithm with the consistency of RubinMoore. The iterative process is now divided into 2 phases as follows:
0 The first phase (Vintr's phase) varies the cutoff length with a constant crossover penalty as before. When a specified cutoff limit is reached the second phase (Rubin's phase) is entered.
0 The second phase of the algorithm keeps the cutoff length constant and instead varies the crossover penalty.
The cutoff limit chosen should be long enough to reduce the probability of terminal isolation whilst still ensuring that a minimal amount of routing resources is actually fixed. This approach will now be referred to as VinHybrid in all the results that follow. VinHybrid was run on all the test boards with the following cutoff parameter set for Vintr's phase: [2, 4, 6, 8, 10] A constant crossover penalty of 0 was used in Vintr's phase. At the 10% cutoff point the crossover penalty is incremented by 1 till a maximum penalty of 15 (total of 20 iterations). The final conflict free layout is generated as before. The ideal cutoff limit for each board will vary, but 10% was found to give reasonably good results. The denser the routing problem, the lower the cutoff limit should be to prevent an excessive amount of routing resources being consumed greedily. Table 4 outlines the results obtained. It is noticeable VinHybrid gives better results, in most cases, than both Lee and VinPenalty no matter how heavily congested the board is. This is because the proportion of nets that get fixed is now carefully controlled. 
Incorporating Dynamic Routing
VinPenalty attempts to discourage crossovers by making the crossover penalty very large but does not prevent them altogether. A more restrictive variant has been implemented that is to a small extent dynamic (tries to ireroute nets around otistacle nets). The path finding procedure is now subdivided into 2 phases: 0 The first phase restricts the search domain only to those resources that are not occupied by any other net. If this phase is successful, an intersection free path has been found, otherwise the second phase of the search is entered.
0 The secoqd phase attempts to find a path penalising crossoveis in the usual manner. The search doimain is now extended to include any routing resource that is crossable. The effect of the two-phase path finder is to restrict crossovers to situations where it is absolutely necessary. 
Conclusions
This paper has described a series of experiments with an iterative routing algorithm. The success of iterative routing algorithms in general over serial routing algorithms has been shown. This paper considered 2 iterative routing approaches, Vintr's algorithms and Rubin's algorithm. Both implementations (with Rubin's approach being derived from the basic Vintr's algorithm) have succeeded in obtaining a better completion rate than a single iteration of Lee for all the test cases examined, though it has been shown that Vintr's algorithm has to be carefully controlled in order to do so.
